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Disclaimer: This document is for informational purposes only.  You accept sole responsibility for reading and complying with the Safety Data Sheets (SDS’s), as well as 
any other safety information, relating to the products listed herein.  The information contained herein is based on Brenntag’s knowledge at the time of publication or 
release and not on any publications, independent studies, empirical evidence or other form of verification.  You should not use or rely on any statements contained 
herein as a basis for any representations or warranties to your customers or end users as to the safety, efficacy or suitability of any product or for purposes of ensuring 
your compliance with any laws or regulations.  Brenntag makes no warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the information 
contained herein or as to fitness of any product for any particular purpose.  Nothing contained herein shall be construed as an authorization to use or an inducement 
to practice any patent, trade secret or other intellectual property right.  Before producing and distributing any product, it is your sole responsibility to adequately test 
and document the performance of the product and acquire any required intellectual property rights.  You assume all risks for failing to do so and Brenntag shall not be 
liable (regardless of fault) to you, your employees, customers or end users or any third party for direct, special or consequential damages arising out of or in connection 
with the furnishing or use of this information. Please contact your local Brenntag representative if you have any questions about this information.
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PRODUCT NAME PRODUCT DESCRIPTION UNIT OF MEASURE

Arkea Culture Media Mesh bags of Archaea microbes and other beneficial microbes grown out in an incubator tank for continuous addition. 1 lb. bag

Arkea ProBlend An all purpose bacteria and micronutrient pack for sludge reduction and ammonia reduction. Increases nitrification. 50 lb. box

BioBoost CR This time release block of bacteria is packed with micronutrients for continuous release in wastewater treatment plants and lift stations. Cylinder

BioTreat CR Specially formulated carbon source and with micronutrients in liquid. 275 gal. tote

CG-80 A cost-effective highly concentrated liquid carbon source at approximately 900,000 COD. Drums, totes, bulk

Brennfloc Q86 Neutralizes the effects of quaternary ammonium compounds in anaerobic lagoons. Pails, drums, totes

ProBlend 37 A high count liquid bacteria product for improved wastewater treatment. This product is perfect for metering in slowly for maximum results. 5 gal. pail

ProBlend AB This product stands for ammonia binder. It will hinder ammonia unavailable for algae in lagoons and perfect for odor reduction due to  
ammonium compounds. 50 lb. box

ProBlend AB-L This product is the same as Problend AB and comes in a liquid. 5 gal. pail

ProBlend CT This unique product actually grows best at temperatures below 45°F. Used for wintertime bacteria addition. 1 lb. ws pack

ProBlend FD This enzyme only product is specially designed for the liquification of fats, oils, and greases. It makes the substrate easier for the bacteria to digest. 50 lb. box

ProBlend FOG MN The bacteria in this formula are specially formulated for the reduction of fats, oils, and greases with a micronutrient product. 2 lb. ws bag

ProBlend GP4B An all purpose bacteria for general uses and native bacteria enhancement. Comes in 1 lb. water soluble packs. 1 lb. ws bag

ProBlend HC A blend used to treat complex hydrocarbons and high strength waste. 1 lb. ws bag

ProBlend LMN Problend LMN stands for liquid micronutrients. This is one of our most effective formulas used to satisfy chemical deficiencies in wastewater processes. 275 gal. tote

ProBlend LMN Plus This is a more concentrated Problend LMN. Can be used for aerobic as well and anaerobic processes. 275 gal. tote

ProBlend WS This product is specially formulated for anoxic environments. Useful for drains, porta potties, and septic systems. 1 lb. ws bag

Problend MN This product is especially effective when adding commercial bacteria to a wastewater process to compensate for higher than normal metabolism rates. 25 lb. and 50 lb. buckets

ws = water soluble

Brenntag North America offers a complete line of products needed to maintain a healthy, well-balanced biological 
wastewater system.  Bioaugmentation is the addition of bacterial cultures, enzymes, and micronutrients to 
increase the digestion capacity of a wastewater system.  In addition to accelerating efficiency, other additives can 
be used to protect the existing microbial community against adverse possibly toxic substances. Brenntag has all 
the solutions, expertise, and testing solutions needed to maintain top system efficiency.
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